The S-stars, discovered in the vicinity of the massive black hole (MBH) in the Galactic center (GC), are anticipated to provide unique dynamical constraints on the MBH spin and metric, in addition to the mass. In this paper, we develop a fast full general relativistic method to simultaneously constrain the MBH mass, spin, and spin direction by considering both the orbital motion of a star close to the GC MBH and the propagation of photons from the star to a distant observer. Based on the current observations and dynamical model predictions, we assume six example stars with different semimajor axes (a orb ) and eccentricities (e orb ) and numerically calculate their projected trajectories in the sky plane and redshift curves. Two of those stars are set to have orbital configurations similar to that of S0-2/S2 and S0-102. We find that the spin-induced effects on the projected trajectory and redshift curve of a given star, including the leading term by the Lense-Thirring precession and the frame dragging, and the high-order precession due to the quadruple moment, depend on both the absolute value and the direction of the spin. The maximum values of the spin-induced position displacement and the redshift differences of the star over a full orbit may differ by a factor of several to more than one order of magnitude for two cases with significantly different spin directions. The dependence patterns of the position displacements and redshift differences on the spin direction are different, and thus the position and the redshift data are complementary for constraining the MBH spin and its direction. Adopting the Markov Chain Monte Carlo fitting technique, we illustrate that the spin of the GC MBH is likely to be well constrained by using the motion of S0-2/S2 over a period of ∼ 45 years if the spin is close to one and if the astrometric and spectroscopic precisions can be as high as (σ p , σ Z ) ∼ (10µas, 1km s −1 ), which is expected to be realized by future facilities like the GRAVITY on the Very Large Telescope Interferometer, the thirty meter telescope, and the European extremely large telescope. If σ p and σ Z can be further improved by a factor of several, the MBH spin can be well constrained by monitoring S0-2/S2 over a period of ∼ 15 years. In the mean time, the distance from the Sun to the GC and the MBH mass can also be constrained to an unprecedented accuracy (0.01%-0.1%). If there exists a star with a semimajor axis that is a few times smaller than, and eccentricity larger, than those of S0-2/S2, the MBH spin and its direction can be constrained with high accuracy over a period of < ∼ 10 year by future facilities, even if the spin is only moderately large. Our results suggest that long-term monitoring of the motions of stars in the vicinity of the GC MBH by the next generation facilities is likely to provide a dynamical test, for the first time, to the spin and metric of the GC MBH.
INTRODUCTION
The Kerr black hole (Kerr 1963 ) is one of the most simple and elegant solutions to the Einstein field equation of general relativity (GR). It is widely accepted that all astrophysical black holes (BHs), if existing, can be described by the Kerr metric with only two parameters, i.e., the mass and the spin (no-hair theorem). Various lines of evidences for the existence of BHs have been accumulated in the past several decades, mainly based on dynamical measurements of the masses of these objects (e.g., Magorrian et al. 1998; Kormendy & Ho 2013; Narayan & McClintock 2013) . One of the strongest evidences is provided by the long-term monitoring of the motions of stars in the Galactic center (GC), which suggests, almost exclusively, the existence of a massive black hole (MBH; with mass ∼ 4 × 10 6 M ⊙ ) in the GC (see Ghez et al. 2008; Gillessen et al. 2009; Meyer et al. 2012) . However, it is still not clear whether these objects can be fully described by the Kerr metric or not. A crucial step to check whether an astrophysical BH is described by the Kerr metric is to accurately constrain/measure the BH spin through spin-induced GR effects. Recently, some progress has been made in measuring the spins of both stellar-mass BHs in the Milky Way (i.e., McClintock et al. 2011, and references therein) and MBHs in the centers of active galactic nuclei (e.g., Reynolds 2013 , and references therein). These measurements are obtained by modeling the intrinsic X-ray continuum and its reflection components (e.g., the Fe Kα line and the reflection continuum) from each BHaccretion disk system, which may suffer from various uncertainties in accretion disk models. Therefore, independent determinations of the spins of BHs are of fundamen-tal importance for testing the no-hair theorem, GR, and a deep understanding of the space and time.
The MBH system in the GC, massive and in close proximity to us, provides a unique laboratory for testing the no-hair theorem and the GR due to the following reasons. First, the angular size of the expected shadow/image of the GC MBH is the largest one among those of MBHs, which makes the GC MBH the best target for the event horizon telescope (e.g., Doeleman et al. 2009 ). Second, the GC MBH is the only MBH which has stars in its vicinity that can be detected individually. Long-term monitoring of the motions of those stars in the immediate vicinity of the MBH offers a novel opportunity to probe various GR effects, including the periastron advancement, the Lense-Thirring precession, and the frame dragging (see Jaroszynski 1998; Fragile & Mathews 2000; Rubilar & Eckart 2001; Weinberg et al. 2005; Preto & Saha 2009; Merritt et al. 2010; Angélil & Saha 2011; Iorio 2011a,b) .
Currently, the detected S-stars rotating around the GC MBH that have the smallest semimajor axes are S0-2/S2 and S0-102, which have semimajor axes of 980 AU and 850 AU and pericenter distances of 120 AU and 270 AU, respectively (Schödel et al. 2012; Ghez et al. 2008; Gillessen et al. 2009; Meyer et al. 2012) . It is also anticipated that there are some stars (fainter than the S-stars) and pulsars hiding within the orbit of S0-2/S2 and S0-102 (see Zhang et al. 2013 Zhang et al. , 2014 , and references therein). The GR effects, e.g., the LenseThirring precession and the frame dragging, which are inherited from the MBH spin, should hide in the apparent trajectories of these stars (e.g., Jaroszynski 1998) and in the redshift curve of the star , however, they are almost unreachable by current facilities.
A number of next-generation facilities are currently in progress, such as the GRAVITY on the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI), the thirty meter telescope (TMT), and the European extremely large telescope (E-ELT). With these facilities, not only will there be great advancement in the precisions of the astrometric and spectroscopic measurements, but also some stars, fainter and closer to the central MBH than the known S-stars, may be revealed (e.g., Zhang et al. 2013) . It is promising to dynamically constrain the MBH spin and metric by using the relativistic orbital motions of those stars.
Various spin-induced GR effects have been investigated by many authors (e.g., Jaroszynski 1998; Rubilar & Eckart 2001; Merritt et al. 2010; Angélil & Saha 2011; Iorio 2011a,b) , however, most of those studies are based on perturbative approximations rather than full general relativistic calculations and do not consider how tight the constraint on the MBH spin could be obtained. In this paper, we develop a full general relativistic method to investigate the spin-induced GR effect by considering both the relativistic orbital motion of a star in the vicinity of the GC MBH and the propagation of photons from the star to a distant observer. Using this method and the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) fitting scheme, we investigate how a constraint on the MBH spin and how accurate the constraint can be obtained by using the orbital motion of an example star, e.g., S0-2/S2, for a given set of astrometric and spectroscopic accuracies of an instrument or a telescope. This paper is organized as follows. By adopting the Kerr metric to describe the curved spacetime around the MBH, we introduce the motion equations for a star rotating around the MBH and for photons propagating in the spacetime in Section 2. We introduce the numerical method to solve the GR motion equations for the star and the ray-tracing technique to trace back those photons propagating from the star to a distant observer in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5, we summarize the main results of our calculations on the orbital motions of some example stars and the propagation of photons from those stars to the distant observer. Two of those example stars have similar orbital configurations as those of S0-2/S2 and S0-102; and the others are set according to the predictions on the probability distributions of the semimajor axis and eccentricity of a star, which is expected to be the closest one to the GC MBH as predicted by some dynamical models. In Section 6, we describe the procedures of an MCMC fitting to the mock observations of the example stars, assuming astrometric and spectroscopic accuracies of the future observations. By doing this, we further investigate how accurate the constraint on the MBH spin and metric can be obtained by using the relativistic orbital motions of a star, e.g., S0-2/S2, with the next generation facilities. Discussions on some related issues are given in Section 7 and conclusions are summarized in Section 8.
KERR METRIC AND MOTION EQUATIONS
The curved spacetime around an astrophysical BH may be described by the Kerr metric (Kerr 1963) , which can be expressed in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) as ds 2 = −e 2ν dt 2 + e 2ψ (dφ− ωdt) 2 + e 2µ1 dr 2 + e 2µ2 dθ 2 ,
where
= Σ∆/A, e 2ψ = A sin 2 θ/Σ, e 2µ1 = Σ/∆, e 2µ2 = Σ, ω = 2ar/A, Σ = r 2 + a 2 cos 2 θ, ∆ = r 2 − 2r + a 2 , A = (r 2 + a 2 ) 2 − a 2 ∆sin 2 θ,
and a is the dimensionless spin parameter of the MBH (Boyer & Lindquist 1967) . For simplicity, we set G = c = M • = r g = GM • /c 2 = 1 above, G, c, M • and r g are the gravitational constant, the speed of light, the MBH mass, and the gravitational radius, respectively.
In the Kerr metric, the motion of a particle, a star, or a photon, is controlled by the following equations (Bardeen et al. 1972; Misner et al. 1973; Chandrasekhar 1983 )
Σφ = −a + λ/ sin 2 θ + aT /∆,
Σṫ = −a 2 sin 2 θ + aλ + (r 2 + a 2 )T /∆,
where overdot represents an ordinary derivative with respect to an affine parameter τ , and T = r 2 +a 2 −λa. The quantities R and Θ in Equations (3) and (4) are given by
and Θ = q 2 − [a 2 (ξ 2 − 1) + λ 2 / sin 2 θ] cos 2 θ,
respectively, where ξ = m/E (ξ = 0 for photons), λ = L z /E, and q 2 = Q/E 2 . The constants of motion are the rest mass m, the energy at infinity E, the azimuthal angular momentum L z , and the Carter's constant Q.
For a star in the immediate vicinity of an MBH that is monitored by a distant observer, the GR effects encoded in the measurements can be divided into two parts. First, the orbital motion of the star rotating around the MBH is affected by the GR effects, such as the periastron advancement, the Lense-Thirring precession, and the frame dragging. Second, the propagation of photons from the star to the distant observer is also affected by the GR effects, including the gravitational redshift for those photons to climb out of the MBH potential, and the gravitational bending of the photon trajectories if the distance of those photons to the central MBH is small. Therefore, it is necessary to consider both the relativistic motion of the star and the propagation of photons from the star to the distance observer, simultaneously. Below, we introduce the full general relativistic numerical methods to calculate the relativistic orbits of stars and the trajectories of photons in the Kerr metric, respectively.
RELATIVISTIC ORBITS OF STARS
The orbital motion of a star in the vicinity of the central MBH, with a fixed mass (M • ), spin (a) and its direction, 1 is determined by equations (3)-(6) once the initial conditions are known. The initial conditions of the star can be given by its position and tetrad velocity at a time t ⋆,0 in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, i.e., r ⋆,0 = (t ⋆,0 , r ⋆,0 , θ ⋆,0 , φ ⋆,0 ) and
The tetrad velocity u ⋆ can be reversely transformed from the three-velocity v ⋆ in the LNRF frame. If the position and the three-velocity of a star in the LNRF frame are provided, the values of ξ and λ can be derived as
1 The MBH mass, spin, and its direction are assumed to be fixed values because the time duration of the orbital motion considered in this study is short and no more than several decades, and thus there should be no significant evolution in the MBH mass and spin vector.
respectively, where
and
Substituting ξ and λ into Equations (8) and (10), we have
We define two pseudo-Cartesian coordinate systems for the convenience of relating the motion of a star in the vicinity of the MBH with the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (r, θ, φ) to that seen by a distant observer. The first pseudo-Cartesian coordinate system x ′ y ′ z ′ is defined in the rest frame of the distant observer (denoted as the observer's frame hereafter). The direction of the z ′ -axis is pointing from the MBH to the distant observer, and the x ′ y ′ plane represents the sky plane of the observer. The second pseudo-Cartesian coordinate system xyz is defined to relate the Boyer-Lindquist coordinate (r, θ, φ) to an orthogonal coordinate system (x, y, z) with z representing the direction of the spin vector (see a similar definition in . Because the star is usually far away from the event horizon of the central MBH, the coordinates of the star in the xyz frame may be approximated by x = r sin θ cos φ, y = r sin θ sin φ, z = r cos θ.
(17)
In this xyz frame, the direction of the z-axis represents the spin direction of the MBH, the y-axis represents the intersection line of the equatorial plane of the MBH with the sky plane of the distant observer. The LNRF frame is rotating with an angular velocity of ω relative to the distant observer's frame. However, ω is relatively small since the star is usually far away from the event horizon of the MBH. Therefore, the rotation of the LNRF frame with respect to the distant observer's frame can be neglected when relating the initial conditions to the Newtonian approximations. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the stellar-MBH system and the two pseudo-Cartesian coordinate systems defined above. As seen from Figure 1 , the spin direction z is determined by two angles in the observer's frame x ′ y ′ z ′ , i.e., the angle (i) between z and z ′ , and the angle (ǫ) between the projection of z on the x ′ y ′ plane and − x ′ . The angle between the y axis and the y ′ axis is the same as ǫ. Therefore, a vector defined in the observer's frame can be approximately transformed to the LNRF frame (or the MBH's frame) by first rotating the x ′ y ′ z ′ frame around the z ′ axis counter-clockwise by an angle of ǫ and then rotating it around the new y ′ axis clockwise by an angle of i. For example, a vector n ′ in the observer's frame can be transformed to that in the LNRF frame n by n = Mn ′ , where M is a rotation matrix given by
Fig. 1.-Schematic diagram for the star-MBH system and the coordinate systems. Right panel: a pseudo-Cartesian coordinate (x ′ , y ′ , z ′ ) is defined in the rest frame of a distant observer (i.e., the observer's frame), where the x ′ y ′ plane represents the sky plane of the observer and is taken as the reference plane, the z ′ axis represents the line of sight, and the x ′ axis is taken as the reference direction on the sky plane. Another pseudo-Cartesian coordinate xyz is defined to relate the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (r, θ, φ) to orthogonal coordinates (x, y, z), where the z axis represents the spin direction of the MBH and the y axis represents the intersection line of the MBH equatorial plane with the observer's sky plane. The direction of the MBH spin in the observer's frame is therefore described by two angles, i.e., the angle the z axis and the z ′ axis (i) and the angle between the projection vector of the x axis on the x ′ y ′ plane and the x ′ axis (ǫ). The directions of the R.A. (− y ′ ) and Dec. (− x ′ ) are marked in this figure. Left panel: the orbit of the star may be approximated as a Newtonian ellipse in the observer's frame, especially when the semimajor axis of the star is large, which is described by six orbital elements, i.e., the semimajor axis a orb , eccentricity e, the longitude of ascending node Ω ′ , argument of periapsis Υ ′ , true anomaly υ ′ and inclination I ′ , respectively.
In the Newtonian case, the orbital motion of a star rotating around a massive object is determined by six orbital elements, i.e., the semimajor axis a orb , the eccentricity e orb , the longitude of the ascending node Ω ′ , the argument of the pericenter Υ ′ , the true anomaly υ ′ , and the orbital inclination angle I ′ (see Figure 1 ). For convenience in comparison with the Newtonian orbits currently determined for a few GC S-stars with the smallest semimajor axis, in our following simulations of the orbital motions of some (example) stars, we set their initial conditions by fixing the six orbital elements at a given moment in the distant observer's frame.
2 Then, the values for the four-position r ⋆,0 and the tetrad-velocity u ⋆,0 of a star can be approximately obtained by the following procedures. 2. Transforming the position and the velocity of the star in the distant observer's frame into those in the LNRF frame, i.e., r ⋆,0 = (x ⋆,0 , y ⋆,0 , z ⋆,0 ) and
, by the rotation given in Equation (18), and then transforming these two vectors from that using the xyz coordinates into that using the rθφ coordinates.
3. Transforming r ⋆,0 and v ⋆,0 to the four-position r ⋆,0 and the tetrad-velocity u ⋆,0 in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates according to Equations (9)-(11).
Once the initial conditions are given for a star, the motion parameters λ, ξ, and q can be obtained by Equations (12), (13), and (16), respectively. With those constants of motion, the orbital motion of a star, in principle, can be obtained by integrating the motion Equations (3)-(6). However, it is required to frequently judge the sign "±" at the left side of the motion Equations (3) and (4) in the numerical integrations. To avoid this complication, one may use the following equations to replace the motion Equations (3) and (4).
We use the code DORPI5 based on the explicit fifth (fourth)-order Runge Kutta method (Dormand & Prince 1980; Hairer et al. 1993) to integrate the motion Equations (19)- (22) and (5) and (6) to obtain the orbit motion of a star. We set the relative integration errors to be ≤ 10 −12 for all the position and momentum quantities (r, θ, φ, p r , p θ , p φ ) in those equations, which are sufficient for the convergence of the numerical results and the required accuracy in this study.
Orbits of Example Stars
Observations in the past two decades have revealed a number of GC S-stars rotating around the MBH with semimajor axes in the range of ∼ 4000-800 AU. Among them, the two with the smallest semimajor axes are S0-2/S2 and S0-102 (Ghez et al. 2008; Gillessen et al. 2009; Meyer et al. 2012 ). These stars have been very useful in determining the MBH mass, and it is expected that S0-2/S2 (or a star within the orbit of S0-2/S2) will be The solid circles represent those currently detected GC S-stars within a distance of 4000 AU from the GC MBH. S0-2/S2 and S0-102 are the two with the smallest semimajor axes among the GC S-stars (see Meyer et al. 2012) . The probabilities of a predicted star with mass in the range 1 − 7M ⊙ that is closest to the MBH within the yellow and the magenta solid (dotted) curves are 85% (98%) and 66% (98%), resulting from the model "Disk-IM2" and "Disk-IM0" in Zhang et al. (2013) , respectively, by assuming that the GC S-stars are the captured components of stellar binaries injected into the vicinity of the MBH. The cyan dashed lines give the gravitational radiation timescale of a star with mass 3M ⊙ rotating around the MBH: 10 8 , 10 7 , and 10 6 years from top to bottom in the left panel (or from right to left in the right panel). The pericenter distances of the stars, if existing, in the shaded region are smaller than the tidal disruption radii for a star with mass 3M ⊙ , and thus stars almost cannot exist in this region.
an important dynamical probe to the GR effects of the GC MBH. It is also anticipated that there are some stars fainter than the GC S-stars existing within the orbits of S0-2/S2 and S0-102, which could be even better probes for the GR effects. Zhang et al. (2013) predicted the probability density distribution in the semimajor axis versus eccentricity plane of such stars (with mass in the range of 1 − 7M ⊙ ), by assuming that these stars and the GC S-stars are the captured components of stellar binaries that are tidally broken up in the vicinity of the GC MBH. Figure 2 shows both the orbital distribution of the detected GC S-stars (solid circles) and the probability density distribution of the expected innermost star 3 (color contours) in the semimajor axis versus eccentricity plane (panel (a)) and the semimajor axis versus pericenter distance plane (panel (b) ). The magenta (yellow) solid and dotted contours represent a probability for the expected innermost star with mass in the range of 1 − 7M ⊙ of 85% and 98% (or 66% and 98%), resulted from the "Disk-IM0" (or "Disk-IM2") model in Zhang et al. (2013) , respectively. The semimajor axis and eccentricity of the expected innermost star are in the range of ∼ 100 − 1000 AU and 0 − 0.99, respectively. The dotted lines in Figure 2 give the gravitational radiation timescale of a star with mass of 3M ⊙ rotating around the MBH with mass 4 × 10 6 M ⊙ : 10 8 , 10 7 , 10 6 years from top to bottom (Equation (5.6) in Peters 1964 or Equation (39) in Yu & Tremaine 2003) . A star should be tidally disrupted if it approaches the MBH within a distance of
Here the "innermost" star means the star with the smallest semimajor axis.
where m ⋆ is the mass of the star and η is set to be 2.21 for a homogeneous, incompressible body (see Magorrian & Tremaine 1999) . The upper (right) boundary of the shaded region in the left (right) panel of Figure 2 represents the tidal radius of stars (r tid ) with mass 3M ⊙ rotating around the MBH. In principle, stars with masses ≥ 3M ⊙ cannot exist in the shaded region. The probability of existing stars in the region between the top (right) dashed line and the upper (or right) boundary of the shaded region in the left (or right) panel is substantially suppressed because of the rapid orbital decay of a star in this region due to gravitational wave radiation.
According to the current observations and theoretical expectations, we select six example stars as listed in Table 1. Two of the example stars have similar orbital properties as those of S0-2/S2 and S0-102, respectively, which have the smallest semimajor axes among the detected GC S-stars (see Ghez et al. 2008; Gillessen et al. 2009; Meyer et al. 2012) . The other four example stars, i.e., Ea, Eb, Ec, and Ed (see Table 1 ), are set according to the probability distribution of the expected innermost star shown in Figure 2 . The semimajor axes, eccentricities, and pericenter distances of the example stars Ea, Eb, Ec, and Ed are (300 AU, 0.88, 36 AU), (300 AU, 0.98, 6 AU), (80 AU, 0.88, 9 .6 AU), and (80 AU, 0.3, 56 AU), respectively. The probability for the existence of a star like the example star Ea is probably high. There are some chances for the existence of a star like the example stars Eb, Ec, or Ed in the vicinity of the MBH, though the chances are not very high. Note that the semimajor axis and eccentricity listed there are only taken as the Newtonian approximation to the orbit of each example star, which are useful for setting the initial conditions. 
PHOTON PROPAGATION: RAY-TRACING
We consider a photon propagating from a star in the vicinity of an MBH to a distant observer in this section. The position of the star at each moment (t ⋆ , r ⋆ , θ ⋆ , φ ⋆ ) is set by its orbital motion as obtained above in Section 3 once the initial conditions are fixed. The position of the distant observer is fixed at (r o , θ o , φ o ) = (R GC , i, 0
• ), where R GC is the distance from the Sun to the GC and set to be 8 kpc if not otherwise stated. The photon trajectory may be bended due to the curved spacetime of the MBH, and the energy of the photon when it is received by the distant observer is different from its original value emitting from the star due to the gravitational redshift and the Doppler shift. To account for those effects, we use the ray-tracing technique to trace back photons from the distant observer to the star in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinate system. The ray-tracing technique is detailed in Appendix A, where both Jacobian elliptic functions (Byrd & Friedman 1954; Abramowitz & Stegun 1972) and the Gauss-Kronrod integration scheme (e.g., see Rauch & Blandford 1994 ) are adopted to integrate the motion equations.
The apparent position of the star in the distant observer's sky plane at a given time t o is described by two impact parameters, (α, β), which map the position of the star (t ⋆ , r ⋆ , θ ⋆ , φ ⋆ ) and are measured relative to the center of the MBH. The impact parameter α is the apparent displacement of the image perpendicular to the projected axis of symmetry of the MBH, and β is the apparent displacement parallel to the projected axis of symmetry in the sense of the angular momentum of the MBH. For photons, ξ = 0, the values of the other two constants of motion, λ and q 2 in Equations (7) and (8), can be determined by α and β as
For details, see Cunningham & Bardeen (1973) , Chandrasekhar (1983) , and Karas et al. (1992) . The star may have more than one image because of the gravitational lensing effect. For the majority of the cases investigated in this study, however, only one image is dominant because the star is normally far away from the Einstein radius of the central MBH and the lensing effect is not significant. We may trace a photon with given impact parameters (α, β) from the distant observer to the vicinity of the MBH by solving Equations (3)- (6), and check whether the photon can reach the surface of the star at a given moment. According to the motion Equations (3) and (4), we have
For a photon propagating from the star to the distant observer, the θ-integral at the right side of the above equation can be obtained by integrating over θ from θ o to θ ⋆ (for details, see Appendix A.1). When θ = θ ⋆ , the radial position of the photon is denoted as r hit . Therefore, the r-integral at the left side can be obtained by integrating over r from r o to r hit (see Appendix A.2). By equating the r-integral with the θ-integral, we can then get the solution of r hit (see Appendix A.3). Once r hit is obtained, one can subsequently obtain the azimuthal position of the photon, φ hit , when θ = θ ⋆ and r = r hit , and the time needed δt hit = t hit − t o for the photon propagating from (t hit , r hit , θ ⋆ , φ hit ) to the observer (see Appendix A.4). The trajectory of a photon with arbitrary (α, β) from the distant observer may not hit the surface of the star at any time t ⋆ when θ = θ ⋆ . We adopt the following procedure to judge whether a photon can reach the surface of the star. In the pseudo-Cartesian coordinate system xyz, we have R hit = (x hit , y hit , z hit ) and
according to Equation (17). The position of the star at any given time t ⋆ can be described as R ⋆ = (x ⋆ , y ⋆ , z ⋆ ), which are obtained similarly as R hit . The distance of the photon at θ = θ ⋆ to the star in the xyz system is defined as
We assume that a photon trajectory hits on the surface of the star if d < ξr ⋆ and ξ = 10 −6 − 10 −8 . 4 In this case, (α, β) represent the apparent position of the image of the star at (t ⋆ , r ⋆ , θ ⋆ , φ ⋆ ) in the observer's sky plane, which are re-denoted as (α ⋆ , β ⋆ ). The image (α ⋆ , β ⋆ ) should be detected at a time t o = t ⋆ + δt hit . Therefore, the orbital motion of stars in the vicinity of the MBH represent by the change of α ⋆ and β ⋆ in a time sequence of t o . In the meantime, the four-momentum of a photon with motion parameters λ and q at any position, e.g.,
in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. We can then obtain the redshift of the photon as
Here u o = (−1, 0, 0, 0) and u ⋆ are the four-velocities of the distant observer and the star, respectively, E o is the energy of the photon received by the observer. According to Equation (29), the redshift curve can be obtained for each star. This redshift can be measured by the shift of the center(s) of emission or absorption line(s). In order to perform the ray-tracing calculations efficiently, the integrations are started from the point at (10 8 r g , i, 0) rather than (R GC , i, 0). This setting does not affect the estimations of the impact parameters α and β since the bending of light is not important anymore at a distance larger than 10 8 r g from the MBH. The final (mock) observations of the apparent positions of a star on the observer's sky plane should be given by αr g /R GC and βr g /R GC .
APPARENT ORBITS AND REDSHIFT CURVES OF EXAMPLE STARS
The apparent position of a star in the observer's sky and the redshift of the star at any given time can be obtained according to the procedure described in Sections 3 and 4. We illustrate the effects of the MBH spin and its direction on the apparent orbits and redshift curves by using those example stars listed in Table 1 in this Section. Figure 3 shows the trajectory of each example star on the observer's sky, which is described by the right ascension (R.A.) and declination (Dec.) of the star with respect to the GC MBH (or Sgr A*). The initial settings for the orbital parameters of each star are listed in Table 1 . As seen from Figure 3 , the orbit of each star precesses mainly due to the advancement of periapsis; Eb has the most significant advance precession, while S0-102 has the least advance precession. The advance precession of periapsis of a star per orbit is
Spin-induced Apparent Position Displacements
where a orb and e orb are the semimajor axis and eccentricity of the star in the Newtonian approximation (e.g., Misner et al. 1973 • , respectively. Considering the projection of the orbital plane of each star to the observer's sky plane, the apparent shifts of the apoapsides of the example stars after three full orbits are 3a orb (1 + e orb )δΥ
.77, 1.67, 10.0, 1.67, and 0.29 mas for S0-2/S2, S0-102, Ea, Eb, Ec, and Ed, respectively (see Fig. 3 ). According to Figure 3 , the advancement of periapsis can be accurately measured within a few orbits for all of the example stars, including S0-2/S2 and S0-102, if the astrometric precision can reach 100 − 10µas scale. The spin-induced effects, including the Lense-Thirring precession and the frame dragging, cannot be clearly seen in Figure 3 because they are more than one order of magnitude smaller than the periapsis advancement, and these effects are addressed in .
If the MBH is non-spinning (a = 0), the trajectories of those example stars on the observer's sky plane at a given moment may slightly deviate from those shown in Figure 3 for the case with a = 0.99. Figure 4 shows the evolution of this difference for each star over three full orbits. The difference in the apparent position is mainly due to the Lense-Thirring precession and the frame dragging. Figure 5 shows the distance (δ) between the apparent position of each star on the observer's sky plane at each given moment for the case with a = 0.99 and that with a = 0. After the motion of one full orbit of each star, the differences at apoapsis are ∼ 8.7, 1.6, 4.7, 92.5, 11.1, and 2.6µas for S0-2/S2, S0-102, Ea, Eb, Ec, and Ed, respectively (see The Lense-Thirring precession and the frame dragging cause the precession of the orbital plane of a star, which leads to a difference between the position of the star in the sky plane at apoapsis/periapsis for the case with a rapidly spinning BH and that with a non-spinning BH after one full orbit. For perturbation theory, this difference is approximately given by
Here, the signs "+" and "-" are for the difference at apoapsis (δ apo ) and periapsis (δ peri ), respectively, δΩ ′ , δΥ ′ , and δI ′ are the changes of Ω ′ , Υ ′ , and I ′ due to the Lense-Thirring precession over one full orbit, respectively. For the detailed derivation of Equations 31, see Appendix B. According to Equation (31), we obtain δ apo = 8.6, 1.5, 4.4, 62.5, 8.4, and 0.7 µas; δ peri = 0.55, 0.30, 0.28, 0.64, 0.55, and 0.40 µas for the example stars S0-2/S2, S0-102, Ea, Eb, Ec, and Ed, respectively, if a = 0.99 for the rapidly spinning BH case. The δ apo values are roughly consistent with numerical results obtained above for most example stars, except that for Ed.
We note here that the δ at periapsides shown in Fig Table 1 . Three full orbits are shown for each example star. Open and solid circles mark the locations of the apoapsides and periapsides, respectively. In each panel, the dashed and dotted lines represent the eccentric vectors obtained by approximating the star orbit to a Newtonian ellipse for the first and the third orbit, respectively. As seen from the figure, the apparent orbital precession is most significant (∼ 3.1 mas per orbit) for the example star Eb, which has the smallest pericenter distance.
ure 5 is obtained in a way slightly different from the δ apo estimated from Equation (31). The values of δ are calculated for the projected distances at any given time between the star rotating around a rapidly spinning MBH (a = 0.99) and a star with the same initial orbital elements but rotating around a non-spinning MBH (a = 0); while the value of δ apo is estimated by considering the difference between the position differences of two adjacent apoapsides of a star rotating around an MBH with a = 0.99 and those of a star with the same initial orbital elements rotating around a non-spinning MBH. As the orbital periods of these two stars are slightly different, the shift of δ at two adjacent apoapsides shown in Figure 5 should therefore be roughly the same as, but different from, the analytical estimates δ apo , and the difference is most significant for those with small eccentricity.
For a consistency check between the numerical results obtained in this study and the analytical ones, as an example, we show the apoapsis shifts numerically estimated in two different ways for those stars with the same semimajor axis of 300 AU (or 80 AU) but various eccentricities after one full orbit motion in Figure 6 . The other initial orbital elements of those stars are the same as those of Ea (or Ec). The top panel of Figure 6 shows the numerical results obtained in the same way as δ apo , which are well consistent with the analytical estimates at e < ∼ 0.8, but higher than the analytical ones at e > ∼ 0.9. There are three reasons for the difference at high eccentricities: (1) the Newtonian approximation to the orbit of a star for the initial conditions becomes inaccurate if the star is close to the MBH (e.g., for those orbits with extremely high eccentricities); (2) for an Ea-like star with e orb higher than 0.98, its orbital precession can be larger than ∼ 20
• per orbit, therefore, the first order approximation (for the projection) to obtain Equation (31) is inaccurate; (3) the contributions from the higher order precessions are ignored in the analytical estimates. As showed in Figure 6 , the combinations of the above three factors can almost lead to 20% to a factor of two difference when e orb > ∼ 0.98. The bottom panel of Figure 6 shows the numerical results of δ obtained in the same way as those shown in Figure 5 , which apparently differ significantly from the analytical estimates at both e orb < ∼ 0.7 and e orb > ∼ 0.9 because δ at apoapsis and δ apo are defined and obtained in a slightly different way.
According to Figure 5 , we conclude that, if the accuracy in determining the apparent positions of any of those example stars (except S0-102) on the sky plane can reach < ∼ 10 µas, the spin of the GC MBH can be then constrained by fitting the evolution of its positions over several orbits as demonstrated by a Bayesian fitting method in Section 6 (see also Tab. 2).
For a star with given initial orbital elements, the displacement of apoapsis after one full orbit due to the spin effects is proportional to the absolute value of the spin, and it also depends on the spin direction (see eqs. B5-B8). -Difference between the apparent position of each example star on the observer's sky plane at each given moment for the case with a rapidly spinning central MBH (a = 0.99) and that with a non-spinning MBH (a = 0). The differences in R.A. and Dec. are denoted as δ R.A., and δDec., respectively. Panels from left to right, top to bottom, represent the example stars S0-2/S2, S0-102, Ea, Eb, Ec, and Ed, respectively. Three total orbits for each star are shown here and the first orbit of each star starts at (δR.A., δDec.)= (0, 0). Solid and open circles mark the periapsis and apoapsis passage points, respectively. This figure shows that the difference in the apparent position of each example star increases with increasing time because of the Lensing-Thirring precession and the frame dragging and other higher order GR effects induced by the MBH spin in the rapidly spinning MBH case.
To illustrate the dependence of the spin-induced position displacement on the spin direction, the top panel of Figure 7 shows the evolution of δ of Ea for three different spin directions. The MBH spin is fixed at a = 0.99. As seen from this figure, δ is the most significant when (i, ǫ) = (72
• , 90 • ), and the least significant when (i, ǫ) = (159
• , 63 • ). The difference in the spin direction may lead to more than an order of magnitude difference in the maximum position displacement over a full orbit, which suggests that the MBH spin may be easier to be constrained by the relativistic motion of a given star if the spin vector is close to some special direction. We note here that δ apo of Ea is the largest (δ apo ≃ 20µas
• ), and it is almost the smallest (δ apo ≃ 0.4µas for a = 0.99)
(These values are obtained from Equation 31.)
The spin-induced (apoapsis) position displacement (δ) also depends on the orientation of the orbital plane of a star relative to the sky plane, if the MBH spin and its direction are fixed (see eqs. B5-B8). The bottom panel of Figure 7 illustrates this dependence by plotting the evolution of δ for Ea and two other stars with the same semimajor axis and eccentricity as those of Ea but with different orbital orientations. The MBH spin is fixed at a = 0.99 and the spin direction is (i, ǫ) = (45
• , 180 • ). As seen from the figure, the amplitude of δ may be different by more than an order of magnitude and the evolution pattern of δ can also be different if the orientation of the star orbital plane is different, simply because of the projection effect.
The apparent positions of a star, rotating around the MBH, on the observer's sky plane, may be significantly affected by the bending of light rays propagating from the star to the observer due to the relativistic potential of the MBH. Figure 8 shows the difference in the apparent position of each example star at each moment for the case with, and without, the consideration of the bending of light (obtained from the ray-tracing method detailed in Appendix A). As seen from this figure, the position difference can be as large as 10−20µas, roughly on the order of the Einstein radius of the MBH (∼ 4GM • /c 2 ∼ 20µas), which must be accurately considered when constraining the MBH spin, as the spin-induced position displacements are mostly on the same order (see Fig 5) . The position displacements caused by the bending of light are almost the same for the case with a rapidly spinning MBH and the case with a non-spinning MBH, and thus cannot be distinguished from each other (see the solid lines for cases with a = 0.99 in Figure 8 , the results obtained for cases with a = 0 coincide with those solid lines, and the differences between these two cases are on the order of 0.1µas). These differences, though small, are roughly on the same order as the effects induced by the quadruple moment of the MBH for S0-2/S2. Therefore, it is important to include them for future high-precision measurements that may be used to constrain the quadruple moment and test GR. The cardioid-like shapes of the curves shown in Figure 8 are due to the position change of the star with respect to the central MBH, and consequently the change of the MBH potential and the deflection angle. If the true position of the star is right in between the MBH and the observer, the apparent position should be at the coordinate origin in Figure 8 . We note that the trajectories of apparent positions of a distant star deflected by Jupiter, which is moving around sun, have similar cardioid-like shapes due to similar underlying physics (see Kopeikin & Makarov 2007) . Figure 9 shows the redshift evolution of each example star monitored by a distant observer for three full orbits. As shown in this figure, the maximum spin-induced redshift (or blueshift) differences over a full orbit are about 0.4, 0.05, 2.28, 82, 55, and 3.7 km s −1 for S0-2/S2, S0-102, Ea, Eb, Ec, and Ed, respectively.
Spin-induced Redshift Differences
The redshift of a star is approximately given by
with the first, second, third, and fourth terms in the right-hand side representing the Newtonian Doppler shift due to the Keplerian motion of the star, the special relativity correction to the Doppler shift (or the transverse Doppler shift), the gravitational redshift, and the part of redshift due to the MBH spin, respectively. Here the redshift Z is defined to have the same unit (km s −1 ) as that of velocity. In the Newtonian approximation,
and δV(a) is negligible comparing with those other terms. The second and third terms on the right side of Equation (32) are much less than the first term when r ≫ r g . According to Equation (32), V z ′ approaches the maximum redshift and the maximum blueshift (or the maximum blueshift and the maximum redshift) at
, the star crosses the sky plane (x ′ y ′ ). As seen from Figure 9 , the approximations given by Equation (32) are well consistent with the full GR calculations.
The gravitomagnetic field generated by the spinning MBH influences not only the motion of a star close to it but also the propagation of photons from the star to the distant observer (i.e., Thorne 1986 ). Both of these effects are encoded in the amount of shifts (or the redshift) of lines in the star spectrum measured at different times.
5 Figure 10 shows the redshift difference (δZ) of each example star at each given moment for the case with a rapidly spinning MBH (a = 0.99) and that with a non-spinning MBH. For each star, as seen from this figure, the redshift difference changes over the course of a single orbit, and it is most significant near the periapsis and most insignificant near the apoapsis; the amplitude of the differences also increases with increasing number of the orbital periods passed. For S0-2/S2, the redshift difference is about ∼ 0.3km s −1 at the periapsis of its first orbit, and it mounts up to ∼ 1km s −1 after about three full orbits; for the Eb and Ec, the redshift difference can be up to > ∼ 100km s −1 at the periapsis of the third orbit. The amplitude of the redshift differences is the largest for Eb and the smallest for S0-102, which is fully consistent with the dependence of the redshift difference due to the Lense-Thirring precession and the relativistic Doppler shift, and the Rømer delay, on the redshift have been investigated in the literature separately through perturbative approximations (e.g., Zucker et al. 2006; . In this study, we only focus on the spin related line shifts (or redshift) and do not separately study those low-order effects one by one as in previous studies. The low-order effects, as well as the high-order effects, are automatically involved in our full GR calculations. frame dragging effect on the distance (r) to the MBH revealed by Kannan & Saha (2009) and , i.e., δZ ∝ r −2 [and ∝ a −2 orb (1 − e orb ) −2 at the periapsis]. If the accuracy of the redshift measurements can reach < ∼ 1km s −1 (or < ∼ 50km s −1 ), the spin of the MBH may be well constrained by using an observational redshift curve of S0-2/S2 (or the example star Eb or Ec) over three or more orbits and correspondingly > ∼ 45 years (or > ∼ 6 years for Eb, or > ∼ 1 years for Ec). The Lense-Thirring precession and the frame dragging can lead to a change in the orbital orientation of a star, as shown above and in Appendix B. One significant component of the redshift difference δV(a) must be that introduced by the change of the orbital orientation, i.e.,
where δI by the Lense-Thirring effect since the start of the orbital motion from υ ′ 0 to υ ′ (or E 0 to E from t 0 to t). Furthermore,
Here δI ′ and δΥ ′ are the spin-induced changes of I ′ and Υ ′ per orbit (see Appendix B), T 0 is the time of pericentric passage with respect to the year of 2000, and t 0 = 2020 year is the starting time. The dashed lines in Figure 10 represent the analytical estimates obtained from Equation (36), which seem to be roughly consistent with the numerical results (dashed lines) obtained from the full GR calculations, at least at the apoapsides and the periapsides. According to Equation (36) and Appendix B, δZ is roughly proportional to a −2
−1 ] at periapsis [or apoapsis], if 1−e orb ≪ 1. According to Equation (32), the maximum redshift (or blueshift) difference induced by the MBH spin at periapsis are 0.2 (−0.06), 0.04 (−0.02), 0.9 (−2.0), 28 (−68), 13 (−28) and 1.0km s −1 (−1.4km s −1 ) over a full orbit for S0-2/S2, S0-102, Ea, Eb, Ec, and Ed, respectively, which are roughly consistent with the full GR numerical results shown in Figure 10 . There are indeed some differences between the approximations given by Equation (36) and those obtained from the full GR calculations, which are due to (1) the adoption of the mean change rates of Ω ′ , Υ ′ , and I ′ (for the purpose of illustration here, we do not intend to adopt the evolution forms of those change rates as functions of υ ′ ); and (2) the neglect of the light propagation effects and high-order precession in the approximations and the slight differences in the estimates of δZ (as discussed for the position displacements above; see Fig. 6 ). Figure 11 shows the maximum redshift difference (top panel) and the maximum blueshift difference (bottom panel) induced by the MBH spin (δZ) obtained for stars with the same orbital elements as those of Ec (or Ea) except with various initial eccentricities. With an increasing number of orbits, the absolute value of the maximum redshift (or blueshift) difference mounts up. As seen from this figure, the analytical approximations are quite consistent with the numerical results, especially when the semimajor axis of the star is larger, which suggests that the main contribution to the redshift difference δZ is the change of the star orbital orientation and thus the change of the projection of the velocity to the line of sight. For stars with small semimajor axes, the analytical estimates deviate from the full GR numerical results, which strengthens the necessity of using the full GR calculations for accurately constraining the MBH spin.
Note that the redshift difference due to the spin effects on the propagation of photons is about 10 ∼ 100 times smaller than that on the star orbit (see also Angélil & Saha 2010). For S0-2/S2, if the accuracy of redshift measurements is on the order of > ∼ 1km s −1 , the spin effect on photon propagation may be negligible (although the Schwarzschild effect on photon propagation is significant, close to 10km s −1 , and cannot be neglected; see . However, for stars with smaller semimajor axes and higher eccentricities, such as the example stars Eb and Ec, it is necessary to include the spin effect on photon propagation (on the order of ∼ 3km s −1 for Eb and ∼ 1km s −1 for Ec, close to 10% of the total spin-induced redshift differences) in order to get an accurate constraint on the MBH spin. Our full GR calculations are fast and efficient, which enable us to automatically have the high-order precession effects due the MBH spin and thus provide a more accurate fitting scheme for future high-precision measurements (see Section 6) compared with those approaches adopting the perturbative approximations (e.g., .
The spin-induced redshift difference (δZ) also depends on the spin direction and the orbital orientation of the star as shown in Figure 12 , similar to that for the spininduced position displacement shown in Figure 8 . The top panel of Figure 12 illustrates the dependence of δZ on the spin direction by showing the evolution of δZ of Ea, for three different spin directions. The bottom panel of Figure 12 illustrates the dependence of δZ on the orbital orientation of stars, by showing the evolution of δZ of Ea and two other stars with the same semimajor axis and eccentricity as those of Ea but with different orbital orientations. As seen from this figure, these dependences help to simultaneously constrain both the absolute spin value and the spin direction.
A GENERAL METHOD TO CONSTRAIN THE MBH SPIN PARAMETER
In this section, we introduce a general method to constrain the spin parameter and the metric of the GC MBH via the relativistic motion of a star in the immediate vicinity of the MBH by using the MCMC technique.
We first generate mock observations for each example star listed in Table 1 , in order to investigate whether the spin parameter of the GC MBH can be tightly constrained by monitoring the orbital motion of a close-in star through the next generation facilities, such as the GRAVITY on VLTI, TMT, and E-ELT. For this purpose, we assume that the MBH mass is M • = 4 × 10 6 M ⊙ and the distance from the Sun to the GC is R GC = 8 kpc. The MBH spin and its direction are assumed as those listed in Table 1 . With each given set of initial parameters for the six orbital elements of a star, we can obtain the trajectory of the star's apparent position on the sky plane (α obs,j , β obs,j ) and the redshift curve (Z obs,j ) for any given time period through the full general relativistic calculations described in Sections 3 and 4. Here the subscript j denotes a mock observation made at the observer's time t obs,j . The spin-induced position displacement is most significant near the apoapsis and the spin-induced redshift difference is most significant near the periapsis. The best strategy would be monitoring the star near its apoapsis and periapsis more frequently than at other locations in order to efficiently measure the spin-induced effects and constrain the spin. Nevertheless, here we set the intervals between two consecutive observational times as δt obs ∝ r −1.5 (in the observer's rest frame). For each star, the total number of mock observations is 120. Further assuming a set of expected accuracies on the apparent position (σ p ) and the redshift (σ Z ) measurements of a star, e.g., (σ p , σ Z ) = (10µas, 1km s −1 ), we obtain the mock observations on the apparent position and the redshift of the star. The points in the top two panels of Figures 13 and 15) show the mock observations of the apparent positions (top left) and the redshifts (top right) for S0-2/S2 and Eb, respectively. With those mock data, we can use the following procedures to constrain the MBH properties (mass and spin) and the distance from the MBH to sun.
6.1. MCMC Fitting Procedures 1. For a given set of parameters for the MBH spin parameters (a, i, ǫ), the MBH mass (M • ), and the initial orbital elements of a model star (a orb,0 , e orb,0 , Ω
, the orbital motion of the star is generated over a period time that is the same as that of the mock one from full GR calculations as described in Sections 3. Note that the motion of the star is defined with respect to the central MBH, which is approximated to be at rest in the Galactocentric rest frame. 2. According to the motion of the model star, we can obtain the apparent position (α j , β j ) and the redshift Z obs,j of the star at each observation time t obs,j , for any given distance of R GC from the MBH to the Sun (see Section 4). In order to determine both the trajectory of the apparent positions of a First, the acceleration of the Sun with respect to the GC is on the order of 10 −6 km s −1 per year, and the total change of the relative velocity of the MBH due to this acceleration on the timescale < ∼ 50 years is on the order of 10 −4 km s −1 . Second, the Brownian motion of the MBH due to background stars is estimated to be on the order of 0.1km s −1 and the change timescale may be larger than 10 3 years (e.g., Merritt et al. 2007 ), so that the velocity change due to the Brownian motion should be < ∼ 0.01km s −1 on a timescale of 50 years. Therefore, the initial position of the MBH and the relative motion of the observer with respect to the MBH (to Sgr A*) can be approximately described by the following six parameters: the distance from the MBH (or Sgr A*) to the observer, the initial position of the MBH (or Sgr A*) on the sky plane (two parameters, and the proper motion and the radial motion of the observer with respect to the MBH (or Sgr A*; three parameters). For an accurate reconstruction of the orbital configuration of a star, it is necessary to also include all of those parameters in the MCMC fitting procedures described below. For the purpose of demonstration purpose in the present paper, however, we assume that the MBH position is fixed (or the same as that of the Sgr A*) on the sky plane and both the proper motion and the radial motion of the distant observer with respect to the MBH (or Sgr A*) are zero in the Galactocentric rest frame. Therefore, in the following MCMC fitting procedures, the MBH position is described by only one parameter, i.e., the distance from the distant observer to the MBH (or Sgr A*). With future high-quality observations (e.g., on the position and the motion of Sgr A*), it is possible to also constrain all of those six parameters, simultaneously, in practice. 3. To check whether the model star can fit the mock observations, we use the χ 2 -statistics for both the trajectory of the apparent position (α j , β j ) and the redshift curve (Z j ), i.e.,
respectively, where N is the total number of observations. If both the trajectory of the apparent positions and the redshift curve of the mock star are used for the fitting, we have χ 2 = χ 4. For a given set of mock observations D of the apparent positions, the redshifts, or both, of a star, the posterior probability distributions of those parameters Θ can be constrained according to the Bayesian theorem, i.e., P (Θ|D) ∝ P (D|Θ)P (Θ) ∝ exp(−χ 2 /2)P (Θ), where P (Θ) is the prior distribution of Θ and assumed to be flat over an initial guess range for each parameter. The MCMC method is adopted, with an implement of the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm, in order to efficiently get the best fit to the data D and obtain constraints on the model parameters Θ by searching the parameter space. Figure 13 illustrates the best fits to the mock observations of S0-2/S2, including both the apparent positions (solid line in the top-left panel) and redshifts (solid line in the top-right panel) The residuals of the fits are shown in the two middle panels. The solid circles in the two bottom panels show the difference between the mock observations and those predicted from a star with the same initial orbital elements around a non-spinning MBH, and the solid lines represent the differences between the best fits and those predicted from the star around a non-spinning MBH, similar to δ and δZ shown in Figures 5 and 10 , respectively. Obviously, the mock observations (points) are well fit by the model. Figure 14 shows the two-dimensional contours and onedimensional probability distributions of the parameters M • , R GC , a, i, and ǫ, respectively. The parameters of the best fit are listed in Table 2 . As seen from Figure 14 and Table 2 , the absolute value of the MBH spin can Note. -Notes. The error associated with each parameter represents the 2-σ error of the best-fit value of the parameter. a The best fit of the distance to the GC is R GC = 8 kpc + δR GC . b The best fit of the MBH mass is M• = 4 × 10 6 M ⊙ + δM•.
Fitting Results
be reasonably constrained by using the orbital motion of S0-2/S2 over two or three full orbits (30 − 45 years), if (1) the astrometric and the redshift accuracies can reach σ p = 10µas and σ Z = 1km s −1 ; (2) the MBH spin a is close to one; and (3) the spin is pointing toward some directions with moderate or even maximum spin-induced effects on the trajectory of apparent position and the redshift curve, e.g., (i, ǫ) = (45
• ). According to Figures 5 and 10, δ mounts up with increasing number of orbits, therefore, the longer the time of monitoring the motion of a star, the tighter the constraints on the MBH spin obtained for a given set of (σ p , σ Z ). If the astrometric and redshift accuracies can be a factor of a few times, or more, higher, i.e., σ p < ∼ 3µas and/or σ Z < ∼ 0.3km s −1 , the MBH spin can be constrained by using the motion of S0-2/S2 over only one full orbit (a period of ∼ 15 year). However, if the astrometric and the redshift accuracies are a factor of two times or more lower, i.e., σ p > 20µas and/or σ Z > 2km s −1 , then the MBH spin cannot be constrained by using the orbital motion of S0-2/S2 within a few orbits.
Note here that both the distance to the GC and the MBH mass can be constrained simultaneously to an unprecedented high accuracy, i.e., δM • /M • ∼ a few times of 10 −4 and δR GC /R GC ∼ a few times of 10 −4 . Even if the astrometric and redshift measurements are significantly less accurate, e.g., σ p = 50µas and/or σ Z = 10km s −1 , the MBH mass and the distance to the GC can be still constrained to an accuracy of 0.98% and 0.36%, respectively, although the MBH spin cannot be constrained, by monitoring the motion of S0-2/S2 over less than three full orbits. These results are consistent with those obtained by Weinberg et al. (2005) .
If the absolute value of the MBH spin is smaller than 0.99 by a factor of C, then it requires the astrometric and/or redshift accuracies of σ p < ∼ 10C −1 µas and/or σ Z < ∼ C −1 km s −1 or a longer period for monitoring the star ( > ∼ (2 − 3)C full orbits), in order to distinguish the MBH from a Schwarzschild MBH.
According to Figures 7 and 11 , the amplitudes of δ and δZ (due to the spin effects) also depend on the spin direction. However, the pattern of the dependence of δ on (i, ǫ) is somewhat different from that of δZ. For example, the amplitude of δ is the largest (or moderate) when (i, ǫ) = (72
• )]; while the amplitude of δZ is moderate but not the largest (or mod- of an assumed star with the same initial orbital elements as the best fit of S0-2/S2 but around a non-spinning MBH, and the solid lines therein represent the differences between the predicted orbit of the best fit to S0-2/S2 and that of the assumed star.
erate but close to the largest) when (i, ǫ) = (72
If both measurements on redshifts and apparent positions with compatible accuracies are available, it would improve the constraint on the MBH spin and its direction. If only measurements on apparent positions with accuracy of σ p = 10µas are available, then the spin is easier (or harder) to constrain by using the motion of S0-2/S2 within several orbits if (i, ǫ) = (72
• )] (see more discussions in Yu et al. 2015) . Figure 15 illustrates the best fits to the mock observations of Eb, similar to that shown in Figure 13 for S0-2/S2. The two-dimensional contours and onedimensional probability distribution of the parameters 14.-Two-dimensional probability contours and onedimensional probability distributions of the best-fit parameters for S0-2/S2. For the two-dimensional probability panels, the color contour maps represent the mean likelihood of the MCMC sample, and the line contours represent the marginalized distribution, with the red solid line and the yellow dashed line as the 1-σ and 2-σ confidence level, respectively. The '+' symbol in each color map represents the original set of the parameter value to produce the mock observations. The white dashed line in the panel for δR GC versus δM• represents M• ∝ R Γ GC (and δM•/M• = ΓδR GC /R GC ) with Γ ∼ 2.4. For those panels showing the one-dimensional probability distributions, the blue solid line and the green dashed line represent the one-dimension marginalized distribution and the onedimensional mean likelihood, respectively. are shown in Figure 16 , and the best-fit parameters are listed in Table 2 . Since Eb has a smaller semimajor axis (300 AU) and a larger eccentricity (0.98) compared with S0-2/S2, the spin-induced effects on δ and δZ for Eb are larger than those for S0-2/S2 by a factor of several tens to a hundred, respectively (see Figs. 5 and 10). Therefore, the MBH spin and its direction can be more accurately constrained by using the motion of Eb over three full orbits (∼ 10 years) if (σ p , σ Z ) = (10µas, 1km s −1 ), and the accuracy can be improved by more than one order of magnitude (see Tab. 2). For much lower astrometric and redshift precisions, e.g., σ p ∼ 50µas and σ Z ∼ 10km s −1 , which can be easily achieved by the next generation extremely large telescopes, it is still possible to constrain the MBH spin with considerable accuracy by using the motion of a star like Eb over a period less than a few full orbits ( < ∼ 10 years). To produce the mock observations, we have assumed that the MBH spin a = 0.99. If a is set to be smaller than 0.99 by a factor of D, then the resulting amplitudes of δ and δZ would be smaller than those shown in Figures 5  and 10 by the same factor (see eqs. B5-B8 and 36). If D is less than 10 and a > ∼ 0.1, we may still be able to constrain a or distinguish it from a Schwarzschild BH by using the motion of a star like Eb within a few orbits provided (σ p , σ Z ) = (10µas, 1km s −1 ). If a < ∼ 0.5 and D > ∼ 2, however, it is difficult to get an accurate constraint on the spin value or distinguish it from a Schwarzschild BH by using the orbital motion of S0-2/S2 over a few orbits, even if the spin vector is close to some specific direction [e.g., (45
• )] with which the spin-induced effects on δ and/or δZ are most significant. In this case, a constraint on whether the GC MBH is an extremely rotating MBH or not is possible. If the astrometric and redshift measurements are much more accurate (e.g., σ p < ∼ 10D −1 µas and/or σ Z < ∼ D −1 km s −1 ) as discussed above, an accurate constraint on the MBH spin may still be obtained and it can be distinguished from a Schwarzschild BH. Figure 17 presents the one-dimensional probability distributions of the best-fit parameters for other stars, i.e., S0-102, Ea, Ec, and Ed, respectively. The best-fit parameters are listed in Table 2 . As seen from Figure 17 and Table 2 , the MBH spin cannot be constrained by using the relativistic orbital motion of S0-102 within a period of less than two to three orbits ( < ∼ 30 − 45 years) for σ p > ∼ 10µas and σ Z > ∼ 1km s −1 , even if the spin direction is close to the one with the largest effects on δ and δZ; it can be well constrained by using other stars, i.e., Ea, Ec, or Ed. The reason is that S0-102 has the largest pericenter distance and thus the least changes of δ and δZ per orbit caused by the spin effects. The MBH spin is less well constrained by using Ed, compared with those using Ea and Ec, because the pericenter distance of Ed is larger, compared to Ea, Eb, and Ec, though its semimajor axis is smaller than that of Ea and Eb.
7. DISCUSSIONS 7.1. Perturbations from Other Stars or Stellar Remnants In our full general relativistic calculations, the possible perturbation on the orbit and motion of a star due to other background stars existing within the star orbit is ignored. By assuming several different distributions of stars close to the GC MBH, Merritt et al. (2010) performed post-Newtonian simulations and showed that the stellar perturbation may obscure the signals due to frame dragging and quadruple moment for stars beyond ∼ 0.5 − 0.2 mpc (∼ 100 − 400 AU); and Sadeghian & Will (2011) also analytically investigated the perturbing effects of background stars and found that it may still be possible to detect relativistic precession of stars within a few tenth milliparsecs. Therefore, it may not be easy to use S0-2/S2 (or even a star like Ea or Eb) to constrain the GC MBH spin even if the accuracies of position and redshift measurements are sufficiently high (e.g., σ p < ∼ 10µas, σ Z < ∼ 1km s −1 ). However, on the one hand, the exact number of stars or stellar remnants existing in the vicinity of the central MBH is not clear. It is not impossible that the stars or stellar remnants existing within the S0-2/S2 (or Ea/Eb) orbit are very rare and their perturbations on the orbit and motion of S0-2/S2 (or Ea/Eb) are small and do not affect the spin signals much. Furthermore, the orbit-averaged torques from background stars are approximately constant in magnitude over year-to decade-long timescales, it is possible to disentangle the stellar perturbation effects from those due to the MBH spin as discussed in Merritt et al. (2010) . On the other hand, it is an important step to first check whether the spin-induced effects on the motion of a star, as close to the GC MBH as those example stars, can be detected by ignoring the perturbations from other possibly existing stars within its orbit, with future facilities with sufficient astrometric and redshift accuracies.
Even if the perturbations from background stars on a target star are not negligible, the observational data collected around the pericenter, where the perturbations are substantially less significant than those near the apocenter, may still be useful to constrain the MBH spin parameters (see Angélil & Saha 2014) . By using the redshift data near the pericenter, strong constraints on spin parameters may be obtained since the spin-induced redshift differences are the most significant near the pericenter. However, the constraints on spin parameters may be much weaker if only the position data are used because the spin-induced position displacements near the pericenter are substantially smaller than those near the apocenter. As a check, we perform additional MCMC fittings for S2/S0-2 and Eb by only using the mock observations near the pericenter (i.e., r < a orb or r ≪ a orb ). Our results show that the MBH spin parameters are poorly constrained by using the mock observations near the pericenter of S2/S0-2 (0 < ∼ a < ∼ 1, i = 61
•+66
• −61 • , and ǫ = 160
•+136
• −113 • ) because the spin-induced maximum redshift difference can only be marginally detected (see Figure 10 ). For Eb, however, the spin parameters can be well constrained (a = 0.99
•+1
• −1 • , and ǫ = 182
•+3
• −3 • ) because the spin-induced redshift differences near the pericenter are substantially higher than the detection limit and can be accurately measured.
It is also possible that an intermediate mass black hole (IMBH) exists in the vicinity of the GC MBH (e.g., Yu & Tremaine 2003; Hansen & Milosavljević 2003; Genzel et al. 2010) , and this IMBH may perturb the orbit and motion of a star near the MBH. Gualandris et al. (2010) have suggested that future observations on the S0-2/S2 orbit may be used to probe or constrain the existence of an IMBH in the GC.
We also note here that other effects, such as those from gas dynamics, wind mass loss, and tidal dissipation, may affect the orbit and motion of a star close to the MBH. Psaltis (2012) and Psaltis et al. (2013) have shown that these effects may be negligible and do not preclude the measurements of the MBH spin and quadruple moment.
Accurately Constraining the MBH Mass and the
Distance from the Sun to the GC With the expected astrometric and redshift accuracies of the next generation facilities [(σ p , σ Z ) = (10µas, 1km s −1 ) or (50µas, 5km s −1 )], the MBH mass and the distance from the Sun to the GC can be constrained with an unprecedented accuracy on the order of a few 0.01% to 0.1% or a few 0.1% to 1% if using S0-2/S2 (see early works by Salim & Gould 1999; Weinberg et al. 2005) . Even with such high accuracies of σ p and σ Z , the degeneracy between the MBH mass and the distance from the Sun to the GC remains, i.e., M • ∝ R Γ GC (δM • /M • = ΓδR GC /R GC ) and Γ ∼ 2.4 − 3.0 (e.g., see Figures 14 and 16 ), similar to that found in Ghez et al. (2008, see Fig. 11 therein) and Gillessen et al. (2009, see Fig. 15 therein) . Although the MBH spin can be better constrained by using the orbital motion of a star with a small semimajor axis and a high eccentricity, such as Eb, the constraints on M • and R GC are not significantly improved. The tightness of the constraints on M • and R GC depends on the ratio of the astrometric accuracy to the semimajor axis and the ratio of the redshift accuracy to the orbital velocity, but does not depend directly on the semimajor axis and eccentricity of the test star. 
Usefulness of the Observations of Stars with Very
High Eccentricities during Their Pericentric Passages In the GC, some stars may move around the MBH on nearly parabolic orbits (e orb > 0.95) as suggested by the existence of the star S0-16/S14 (with e orb = 0.963 and pericenter distance of ∼ 70 AU; Gillessen et al. 2009 ). With such high eccentricities, they may approach the MBH at a distance even substantially smaller than those stars with smaller semimajor axes, such as S0-2/S2, and thus more significantly affected by the spin effects. As demonstrated in Section 5, the spin-induced position displacements and redshift differences are most significant near the apoapsis and periapsis, respectively. Since the orbital periods of those stars on nearly parabolic orbits may be substantially longer than those with smaller semimajor axes (e.g., S0-2/S2 and S0-102), it is difficult to monitor them for a whole orbit. However, it should be useful to monitor the motion of those stars during their pericentric passage, when the spin-induced redshift differences (but not the position displacements) are most significant. We further check the validity of using the observations near the pericentric passage of a star on nearly parabolic orbit and find that the MBH may be accurately constrained if the pericenter distance of the star is smaller than a few tens AU. If there are more than one such stars, which would pass their periapsides, in the near future, monitoring their motions would be helpful in constraining the MBH spin.
Direction of the MBH Spin
The spin-induced GR effects, e.g., the Lense-Thirring precession and the frame dragging, on the orbit of a star depend on the direction of the spin. For a star with a given orbital orientation, the spin-induced effects on the changes of its apparent positions (or redshift) may vary by a factor of several to more than an order of magnitude if choosing significantly different spin directions, and the spin-induced effects are negligible for some spin directions, even if the absolute value of the spin is large and the semimajor axis of the star is small. However, the patterns of the changes of the position displacements and those of the redshift differences are different (see Figures 7 and 12) . Therefore, simultaneously using both the trajectory of the apparent positions and the redshift curve would help to obtain a better constraint on the spin, provided that the maximum values of the spininduced position displacements and redshift differences over the observing period are substantially larger than the astrometric and redshift accuracy, respectively (see discussions in Yu et al. 2015) . In this case, if only choosing one of the two data sets, the constraint on the spin would become losser because of the above orientation dependence. If the relativistic orbital motions of more than one star with significant different orbital orientations are available, the constraints on the MBH spin would also be tightened.
Test for Alternative Metrics
In this study, the metric of the massive object (presumably an MBH) in the GC is assumed to be described by a Kerr metric. In principle, this object could be described by a metric, different from the Kerr metric (see Will 1993) , e.g., the Johannsen-Psaltis metric (Johannsen & Psaltis 2011) . Similarly, it is also possible to use the relativistic orbits of stars in the immediate vicinity of the central object to check whether the central object is described by such alternative metrics or not. To do this, a modification to the numerical calculations of the orbits and the ray tracing in such a metric is required, which is deferred to a future study.
CONCLUSIONS
The innermost S-star discovered in the vicinity of the GC MBH is believed to be able to provide strong constraints on the MBH spin and metric, and thus provide a strong test to the no-hair theorem of BHs and GR. In this paper, we develop a full general relativistic method to simultaneously constrain the MBH mass, spin, and its direction, and the distance from the Sun to the GC, by using the relativistic orbital motion of a star close to the MBH.
The spin information is encoded in the trajectory of the apparent position of the star in the observer's sky plane and the redshift curve measured by the observer, which include: (1) the changes in the orbital motion induced by the MBH spin and (2) the changes of the photon trajectory propagating from the star to a distant observer due to the spin. We numerically solve the motion equations in the Kerr metric for a star rotating around an MBH; and we follow the propagation of photons from the star to the distant observer by using a full general relativistic raytracing technique. Armed with these numerical methods, we can obtain the trajectory of the apparent position and the redshift curve of any star, with any given initial conditions, rotating around an MBH, with any given mass and spin (and the spin direction). We adopt six example stars with different semi-major axes and eccentricities. Two of these stars have orbital configurations similar to that of S0-2/S2 and S0-102, respectively; and the other four are adopted according to the probability distribution of the orbit of a star that is expected to be the closest one to the GC MBH. We obtain the trajectories of the apparent positions and redshift curves for those stars over a given period, and further obtain the mock observations of both the trajectories of their apparent position and their redshift curves by assuming astrometric (σ p ) and redshift accuracies (σ Z ) of future facilities. According to our calculations, we emphasize some points below.
First, the spin-induced effects on the orbital motion depend on both the absolute spin value (a) and spin direction. The amplitude of the spin-induced position displacements and redshift differences can differ significantly (by an order of magnitude) for MBHs with different spin directions but the same absolute spin value.
Second, for S0-2/S2, the spin-induced effects would lead to a maximum change of 13µas in the apparent position of the star within a full orbit for a maximum spin with direction of (49
. These values are consistent with previous estimates (e.g., Will 2008; . The maximum change depends on the spin direction. The changes in the apparent positions are mainly due to the spin-induced changes of the orbital motion, while the part due to the spin-induced changes of the photon propagation path is on the order of 0.01µas, only ∼ 0.1% of the total changes.
Third, for S0-2/S2, the spin-induced effects would also lead to a maximum change of the redshifts (∼ 0.3km s −1 ) over a full orbit for a maximum spin with direction of (129
The dependence of the maximum changes in the redshift curves on the spin direction is different from that of the maximum changes in the apparent positions. The spin-induced maximum change of the redshift over a full orbit is also dominated by the orbital change, and the contribution from the photon propagation is on the order of 0.003km s −1 , about the percentage level of the total changes. Fourth, for a star much closer to the MBH than S0-2/S2, such as Eb with a semimajor axis of ∼ 300 AU and an eccentricity of > ∼ 0.98, the spin-induced effects would lead to a maximum change of 308µas in its apparent position within a full orbit for a maximum spin with a direction of ∼ (111
• )]; and it would also lead to a maximum change of ∼ 93km s −1 in the redshifts over a full orbit for a maximum spin with direction of ∼ (150
The spin signals of a star like Eb can be more than an order of magnitude higher than those of S0-2/S2, and thus monitoring the motion of such a star could provide much tighter constraints on the MBH spin and metric. The maximum value of the spin-induced redshift differences over a full orbit is still dominated by the orbital change, and the contribution from the photon propagation is on the level of 10% of the total changes.
Finally, in order to accurately constrain the spin and metric of the GC MBH (on the percentage level), it is necessary to consider both the spin effects on the stellar orbit and the photon propagation from the star to the distant observer. Although the changes in the apparent position of a star due to the spin effects on photon propagations are only about 0.001% − 0.1% of those caused by the change of the orbital motion, the changes in the redshift of a star due to the spin effect can be up to ∼ 1% − 10% of those caused by the change of the orbital motion if the semimajor axis is in the range from 1000 to 100 AU. Therefore, it is important to include the full GR calculations of the photon propagations in order to accurately constrain the MBH spin.
Adopting the MCMC method, we illustrate that the spin of the GC MBH may be able to be constrained by using the orbital motion of S0-2/S2 over a period of ∼ 45 years if (1) the spin value a is close to 1, (2) σ p ∼ 10µas and σ Z ∼ 1km s −1 , which will be achieved by the new instrument GRAVITY on VLTI, and (3) the spin is pointing toward some specific direction, with which the spininduced effects are likely moderate to most significant. If the astrometric and spectroscopic precisions can be further improved by a factor of several, then the GC MBH spin may be well constrained by using the relativistic motion of S0-2/S2 monitored over a period of no more than 15 years. In the mean time, the distance from the Sun to the GC and the MBH mass can also be constrained to an unprecedented accuracy (0.01 − 0.1%). If there exists a star with a semimajor axis of less than several hundred AU and an eccentricity of > ∼ 0.9 as expected (see Zhang et al. 2013) , the MBH spin can be constrained with high accuracy over a period of ∼ 15 years for σ p ∼ 10µas and σ Z ∼ 1km s −1 , even if a is only moderately large. The next generation facilities, such as the GRAVITY on VLTI, TMT, and E-ELT, may reach an astrometric accuracy of 10 − 50µas.
7 Those extremely large telescopes may reveal some stars, if existing, with semimajor axes less than a few hundred AU and eccentricities > ∼ 0.9, within the S0-2/S2 (or S0-102) orbit. The spin (and its direction) of the GC MBH is likely to be tightly constrained by using the relativistic motions of such stars. Long time monitoring of the orbital motions of stars in the vicinity of the GC MBH by the next generation facilities is likely to provide an ultimate dynamical test for the first time to the no-hair theorem and GR.
We thank Scott Tremaine for bringing our attention to the work by A. Angélil where µ 0 = cos i, µ ⋆ = cos θ ⋆ , and r hit → r ⋆ is the redshift of a photon when µ = µ ⋆ , i.e., the photon hits the surface of the star at (r hit , θ ⋆ ). In Equation (A1), the left side is integrated from a distant observer to the surface of the star and it should be negative as r 0 > r hit . We should carefully choose the sign in front of the integration at the right side, i.e., if µ 0 < µ ⋆ , the sign should be "-"; and if µ 0 > µ ⋆ , the sign should be "+". Below, we denote the left and right side of Equation (A1) as I µ and J r , respectively.
A.1. Integral over the θ-direction We denote the integral overμ on the left side of Equation (A1) as
and −µ + and µ + are the two real roots of Θ(μ) = 0. Because Θ(μ) must be ≥ 0, the physical allowed region for a photon is −µ + ≤μ ≤ µ + . Onceμ reaches the turning point (either µ + or −µ + ) and bouncing back, theμ-integral at the right side of Equation (A5) changes the sign. If the integration range of the θ-integral is from µ(≥ 0) to µ + , we may denote the function F µ (µ) explicitly as
If −µ + ≤ µ < 0, we have
According to Byrd & Friedman (1954, p48, eq. 213 .00), F µ (µ) can be expressed in terms of an inverse Jocabian elliptic function
cn −1 (cos ϕ|m µ ) is the inverse Jacobian elliptic function, and F (ϕ|m µ ) is the incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind. Therefore, the integral J µ (µ) obtained from the integration over any range of µ can be expressed as a combination of inverse Jocabian elliptic functions.
For the purpose of tracing photons from a distant observer back to the surface of a star located at (r ⋆ , θ ⋆ , φ ⋆ ), we integrate the trajectory of each photon from µ 0 to µ ⋆ . For those photons that can finally reach the star surface, some of them may reach the star surface when they first approach µ = µ ⋆ . For these photons, the µ-integral I µ,1 can be obtained by
Some photons may not reach the star surface when they first reach µ = µ ⋆ . However, they may reach the star surface after their trajectory, turning back from µ + or −µ + to µ ⋆ again. For this case, we have
Consequently, some photons may reach the star surface after their trajectories turn back to µ ⋆ for the third time. For this case, we have
Therefore, if some photons reach the star surface when their trajectories reach µ ⋆ for the 2k−th time [k(> 1) is a integer], then we have I µ,2k = I µ,2k−1 + δI µ,even ;
while we have
if some photons reach the star surface when their trajectories reach µ ⋆ for the (2k + 1)−th time. For most photons included in this paper, k ≤ 2 − 3.
A.2. Integral Over the r-direction We denote the integral over r as
which can also be expressed in the form of the inverse Jacobian elliptic functions. To do so, we need to first solve equation R(r) = 0 and find its four roots, denoted as r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , and r 4 , respectively. Since R(r → ±∞) → ∞ and R(r = 0) = −a 2 q 2 , the solution of R(r) = 0 can be divided into two cases: case A, R(r) = 0 has two real roots and two complex roots; and case B, R(r) = 0 has four real roots (e.g., see Chandrasekhar 1983; Rauch & Blandford 1994; Cadež et al. 1998; Yu & Lu 2000; Lu & Yu 2001; Li et al. 2005; Dexter & Agol 2009 ). Below, we consider these two cases separately.
Case A: we assume that r 1 and r 2 represent the two complex roots, and r 3 and r 4 (r 4 < r 3 ) represent the two real roots, respectively. Therefore, we have r 1 = r * 2 , where r * 2 represents the complex conjugate of r 2 . Since r 1 r 2 r 3 r 4 = |r 1 | 2 r 3 r 4 = −a 2 q 2 ≤ 0, r 4 must be ≤ 0 and r 3 ≥ 0, but r 3 cannot be equal to r 4 . Since R(r) must be ≥ 0, we have either r ≥ r 3 or r ≤ r 4 , and then the physically allowed region for r must be r ≥ r 3 . We assume that the real part of the two complex roots r 1 and r 2 is u, while the imaginary parts of r 1 and r 2 are w and −w, respectively. Therefore, the two complex roots can be expressed as r 1 = u + iw and r 2 = u − iw, respectively. The two real roots can be expressed as r 3 = −u + v and r 4 = −u − v, respectively, where v is a real positive number. Now we can denote the function F r (r) explicitly as
According to Byrd & Friedman (1954, p135, eq. 260 .00), the above function can be expressed in terms of an inverse Jacobian elliptic function, i.e.,
where 
It is easy to verify here that 0 < m 2 < 1 and cos 2 ϕ ≤ 1. Therefore, the elliptical integral F (ϕ|m 2 ) in Equation (A17) is well defined for r ≥ r 3 . Therefore, J r may also be expressed as a combination of inverse Jacobian elliptic functions.
In this case, some photons may reach the star surface with r monotonically decreasing from r 0 to r hit , and some other photons may reach the star surface with r first decreasing from r 0 to r 3 and then turning back to r hit . Hence, we should have
respectively. Case B: assuming that r 1 ≥ r 2 ≥ r 3 ≥ r 4 . Since r 1 r 2 r 3 r 4 = −a 2 q 2 ≤ 0 and r 1 + r 2 + r 3 + r 4 = 0, we have at least r 4 ≤ 0 and r 1 > 0. Therefore, the allowed physical regions for photons with R(r) ≥ 0 are r ≥ r 1 (region I) and r 3 ≤ r ≤ r 2 (region II, if r 3 > 0). For those photons in region I, i.e., r ≥ r 1 , we denote the function F r (r) as 
According to Byrd & Friedman (1954, p128, eq. 258 .00), Equation (A25) can be expressed in terms of an inverse Jacobian elliptic function, i.e., F r4,I (r) = g 4 sn −1 (sin ϕ|m 4 ) = g 4 F (ϕ|m 4 ),
(r 1 − r 3 )(r 2 − r 4 ) ,
(r 2 − r 4 )(r − r 1 ) (r 1 − r 4 )(r − r 2 ) ,
m 4 = (r 2 − r 3 )(r 1 − r 4 ) (r 1 − r 3 )(r 2 − r 4 ) .
For this region, if r 1 = r 2 , 0 ≤ m 4 ≤ 1 and thus Equation (A26) is well defined. If r 1 = r 2 , m 4 = 1 and sin 2 ϕ = 1, and thus Equation (A26) ∝ sn −1 (1|1) = ∞, which is not well defined. If r 1 = r 2 , however, the integration in Equation (A25) can be directly obtained as (r 1 − r 3 )(r 1 − r 4 ) ln (r − r 3 )(r − r 4 ) r − r 1 + r 2 1 + r 3 r 4 + 2r 1 r (r − r 1 ) (r 1 − r 3 )(r 1 − r 4 ) .
For photons in the region I, some photons may reach the star surface with r monotonically decreasing from r 0 to r hit , while some other photons may reach the star surface with r first monotonically decreasing from r 0 to r 1 and then turning back to the star surface. If r 1 = r 2 , hence, we should also have
and J r = −[F r4,I (r 0 ) + F r4,I (r hit )],
respectively; if r 1 = r 2 otherwise, we should have
respectively. For those photons in the region II, i.e., r 2 ≥ r ≥ r 3 , we denote F r (r) as 
According to Byrd & Friedman (1954, p116, eq. 255 .00), Equation (A35) can be expressed in terms of an inverse Jacobian elliptic function, i.e., F r4,II (r) = g 4 sn −1 (sin ϕ|m 4 ) = g 4 F (ϕ|m 4 ),
(r 1 − r 3 )(r 2 − r) (r 2 − r 3 )(r 1 − r) ,
g 4 , and m 4 are the same as that given by Equations (A27) and (A29), respectively. Similar to Equation (A26), Equation (A36) is well defined if r 1 = r 2 as 0 ≤ m 4 ≤ 1 and sin 2 ϕ < 1. If r 1 = r 2 , then Equation (A36) can be directly replaced by r1 r dr R(r) = H r4,IIeq (r) = 1 (r 1 − r 3 )(r 1 − r 4 ) ln (r − r 3 )(r − r 4 ) r 1 − r + r 2 1 + r 3 r 4 + 2r 1 r (r 1 − r) (r 1 − r 3 )(r 1 − r 4 )
.
For photons in the region II, some of them may reach the star surface with r monotonically decreasing from r 0 to r hit , while some others may reach the star surface with r first monotonically decreasing from r 0 to r 3 and then turning back to the star surface. For these two cases, if r 0 ≤ r 2 and r 2 = r 3 , we should have
and J r = −2F r4,II (r 3 ) + [F r4,II (r 0 ) + F r4,II (r hit )],
respectively; if r 0 ≤ r 1 and r 1 = r 2 otherwise, we should have
and J r = −2H r4,II (r 3 ) + [H r4,IIeq (r 0 ) + H r4,IIeq (r hit )],
respectively. For the problem considered in this paper, the photons that we are interested in must be transported from the stars rotating around the central MBH to a distant observer. Our calculations show that their trajectories should not be bended too much to oscillate within the region II (i.e., r 3 ≤ r ≤ r 2 ) for many times.
provided that the motion of the photon in the r-and θ-directions are given (see Sections A.1 and A.2). In Equations (A64) and (A65), r sign and θ sign are the signs of the r-and θ-integrals, which can be obtain by solving Equation (A1) (see details in Sections A.2 and A.1). The integrations on the right sides of Equations (A64) and (A65) over either r or θ can be expanded similar to those done in Sections A.2 and A.1 according to r sign and θ sign and how many times that they change sign; we do not show it here in detail. The r-terms in Equations (A64) and (A65) can be accurately integrated by adopting the Gauss-Kronrod integration scheme (see also Rauch & Blandford 1994) . The θ-terms can be obtained analytically by the elliptical functions as 
according to Byrd & Friedman (1954, p48, eq. 213.02) , and
according to Byrd & Friedman (1954, p48, eq. 213.01) , where F , E , and Π are the elliptical integral of the first, second, and third kind, respectively, g µ and m µ are given by Equations (A8) and (A9), and n µ is given by
A.5. Apparent Position of a Star Close to the GC MBH in the Observer's Sky Plane It is necessary to develop a fast and accurate method to find those rays propagating from the observer to the star. The most simple and direct method is to perform ray tracing calculations for a large number of rays with various (α, β) and search for the minimum of the distance function d(α, β) = d(r hit , θ ⋆ , φ hit ) (defined by Eq. 27). However, this method may be not efficient in finding the ray that actually hits on the star at any given position because (1) not every ray with arbitrary (α, β) can end up at the surface of the cone with θ = θ ⋆ ; and (2) the contours for d(α, β) appear to be extremely narrow elliptically in some cases; thus, the convergence for numerically finding the local minimum of d is slow.
In this study, we implement a new method to find the local minimum of d(α, β). We assume a flat space with coordinate (r ′ , θ ′ , φ ′ ) as an approximation to the Kerr space. In this flat space, those rays from the distant observer that can hit the position (r ′ , θ ⋆ , φ ′ ) have
Here and hereafter the superscript ′ indicates that a quantity is defined in the flat space. Since the example stars are still far away from the event horizon, the trajectories of photons emitted from those stars do not deviate away from the corresponding cases in a flat space too much. Therefore, the local minimum of the distance function d can be found by the following procedures.
1. We first assume (r ′ 0 , φ ′ 0 ) = (r ⋆ , φ ⋆ ) to obtain (α 0 , β 0 ), which is taken as the guess position of the star [(r ⋆ , θ ⋆ , φ ⋆ ) in the Kerr space] on the observer's sky plane. Adopting (α, β) = (α 0 , β 0 ), we perform ray tracing calculations in the Kerr metric to find the position of the ray hitting the surface θ = θ ⋆ , i.e., (r 0 , θ ⋆ , φ 0 ), which may deviate from the real position of the star (r ⋆ , θ ⋆ , φ ⋆ ) because of the curved spacetime. We calculate the distance between (r ⋆ , θ ⋆ , φ ⋆ ) and (r 0 , θ ⋆ , φ 0 ) as d 0 = d(α 0 , β 0 ).
2. We select a number of points (e.g., eight points) on a circle with radius of d , we can obtain (α 1,j , β 1,j ) according to Equation (A69). Using (α 1,j , β 1,j ), we perform ray tracing calculations again and find the position (r 1,j , θ ⋆ , φ 1,j ) that the ray hits on the surface θ = θ ⋆ , and consequently, we obtain the distance of that position from the star as d 1,j = d(α 1,j , β 1,j ). Among those (eight) points on the circle, we find the one [denoted by (r 1,m , θ ⋆ , φ 1,m )] with the smallest distance d (denoted by d 1,m ) , and the corresponding point in the flat space is denoted by (r 
